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We are innovation rebels:
permanent beta. ———  Sven Erni, founder

YOUR EXTENDED TEAM

Driven by innovation for beautiful, yet functional 
design addressing today’s environmental and 
social challenges, we strive to be the rebels who 
tirelessly think one step ahead to develop sustain-
able acoustic solutions for the design industry: 
permanent beta.

At IMPACT ACOUSTIC® we specialize in turning 
single-use materials into high-quality finished 
products for acoustic comfort. We understand how 

Environmental Social Governance (ESG) matters to 
the new generation of international design prac-
titioners and we want to give them all the tools to 
address acoustic challenges.

In addition to a wide and customizable array of 
products, we specialize in bespoke solutions. A 
network of creative application engineers, product 
designers and architects translate your ideas into 
a tangible product.

« Sven Erni & Jeffrey Ibañez
Founders

Following a great success in their own careers in 
architecture and interior design in Asia and Europe 
for more over a decade, their passion for design 
and innovation created a new era in acoustic solu-
tions where design meets sustainable development 
goals.

left
Michael Knauss
ROK, Architect

right
Silvan Oesterle
ROK, Architect
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ACOUSTIC ADVISORY 

The elements used to optimize acoustic 
well-being must have the right perfor-
mance and support your design intent - 
whether classic or modern, purist or 
opulent, with subtle touches or bold col-
ours, discreet or eye-catching. We help 
you to solve acoustic challenges while 
meeting your design goals and budget.

PLANNING + NESTING
OPTIMIZATION

In the design phase, too little attention is 
paid to the efficient planning of our ma-
terial and a high level of cut-offs auto-
matically results in increased costs of the 
same magnitude. We use specialized tools 
to help you minimize material wastage 
in your projects through optimized cutting 
plans according to your specifications.

PROTOTYPING & DIGITAL MANUFACTURING 

We help develop prototypes into a tangible working product across industries. We com-
bine the latest technology and high-precision cutting centres with wide knowledge of 
highly qualified application engineers and product designers who have amassed ex-
pertise across a broad range of industries. Getting IMPACT ACOUSTIC® involved at the 
beginning accelerates the process of a new design project.

PARAMETRIC DESIGN 

We do not draw but program your individual ideas. This approach delivers unique and 
sophisticated designs that perfectly meet your requirements. We combine unique 
expertise in the field of computational-aided design and of digital manufacturing with 
a deep understanding of the craftsmanship and knowledge of materials. We create 
unique designs according to your ideas and budget.

An Idea, no matter how silly 
it may sound, drives thinking. 
Thinking inspires change.
———  Jeffrey Ibañez, founder

«
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WAVE SINE

PEAK

STRAIGHT

RECTANGLE & SQUARE

STONE

NEBULA

EDGE

CIRCLE

FOREST

WAVE RIPPLE WAVE MORPH

ACOUSTIC CEILINGS
Acoustic ceilings offer the largest possible surface area for soundproofing. Our standard 
and bespoke solutions allow acoustic well-being to be controlled in a creative and effective 
way. Let’s talk about your individual design ideas.
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ACOUSTIC LIGHTING

UMBRA LONG AGNES

UMBRA ROUND

DECIPIODECIPIO

FOCUS

The correct use of light in combination with acoustics creates a sense of well-being and 
increases our performance. We have brought together the best acoustic products with the 
latest lighting technologies - developed by Bartenbach and manufactured in Switzerland.
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TABULA

PRISMA

FISHBONE

FACET

VERTIGO IRREGULAR

VERTIGO

FLOW

MAZE GATSBY

HEXAGON KINGS CROSS

ACOUSTIC WALL PANELS
Acoustic wall panels are an effective alternative to acoustic ceilings, especially in small 
and narrow rooms. We offer a large range of standard & bespoke products to spark your 
creativity and endless imagination.
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WEB

BRAILLE 

MATRIX

CROSE

ORNELLA

GRADIENT

RAYS

ILLUM

LINEA

ACOUSTIC ROOM DIVIDERS
Acoustic partition walls separate different areas of a room and optimise the overall 
room acoustics. Our product range offers you a wide choice, where every element can 
be adapted to your requirements.
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STORMBOARD

TWOWAY

ACCESSORIES

INFRA

WEB SUPRA

FOREST

TUNICA

MURUS (4X)  |  expandable

ASTO

MOTUS

MURUS COLLABORATION

PALING

ACOUSTIC ROOM DIVIDERS

MURUS (2X)MURUS BUBBLES

PLAIN
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CHATPOD 185  |  Phone Booth

CHATPOD 240  |  Seated Focus Pod CHATPOD 350  |  2-Seater Meeting Pod

CHATPOD 700  |  4-Seater Meeting Pod CHATPOD 1050  |  6-Seater Meeting Pod

CHATPOD
Our high-quality agile isolation pods for phone calls and small meetings. ChatPod is made 
in Switzerland of 97% post-consumer content such as recycled cardboard, PET bottles, 
sawdust and rubber which are 100% recyclable.
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IMPORTANCE OF LIGHT

Lighting in the workplace impacts employee per-
formance. It influences cognitive performance 
and problem-solving abilities and can also improve 
our mood and interpersonal relationships at work, 
resulting in better job satisfaction: happy employee, 
happy company!

We offer the best performance of any linear work-
place lighting fully integrated into our acoustic 
sails. In addition, our latest innovation presents 
a revolutionary low-glare technology to create 
bright ceilings without noticing the source of light. 
Simply beautiful!

PIONEERING THE WAR AGAINST 
SINGLE-USE PLASTIC

Dematerialisation, recycling, upcycling and life cycle 
management are the foundation of our products and 
services. Our next big step is to develop products 
from our production waste through circular design 
principles. All our products are Cradle to Cradle 
Certified and LEED v4 accredited.

PSYCHOLOGY OF COLOUR

Most people recognize that the state of their work-
ing environment can make them feel enthusiastic 
or tired. However, they may not realize the impact 
colour used at work can have on their emotions in 
other ways. Certain colours may leave them unin-
spired, while others can help them feel energetic, 
relaxed or creative.

Green and blue – These colours can create feel-
ings of peace of mind and relaxation in employees.
Yellow, the colour of caution, can cause eye 
strain by over-stimulating the eyes in a work-
place. This can annoy and irritate employees.
Red – This colour can stimulate and excite em-
ployees.

100% SOCIAL

In the fight against the use of single-use plastics, 
we support the global Trash Hero movement, pro-
viding experiential education on the environmental 
impact of waste, promoting practical solutions to 
mitigate, prevent and avoid the same.

We work closely with handicapped professionals 
and develop solutions that we use in our products 
and services.

INNOVATION SUSTAINABILITY

MILLION

OVER

20
PLASTIC BOTTLE

PER YEAR

WE UPCYCLE
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I M P A C T  A C O U S T I C ®
connect@impactacoustic.com  |  www.impactacoustic.com


